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We hereby enforce you to please read this document completely. This document entails summary of initial kineticex business model, 

thecnologies and crowdsale principles. Further details about our crowdsale terms and conditions can be found on our website.

In case of any objection or concern that you may have to lead you to take any action, you should sit with your legal expert, �nancial or 

tax advisor to consult. Even before going through any such lead, you are hereby suggested to immediatley not to use our website and 

don’t contribute to the future development plans of kineticex business

DISCLAIMER



C O R E  O B J E C T I V E



This whitepaper has been created to provide adequate insight on the following:

By the end of this whitepaper, we hope to have provided necessary information about our core idea & vision, functionality, our platform 

structural design, and our token launch. The provided information is to help you understand the idea behind Kineticex and its ecosystem. 

It is advised that you carefully read through the content of this whitepaper before participating in the token sale or investing in the 

cryptocurrency.
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The cryptocurrency market has been experiencing new thinking and new technology, as well as providing a wide range of transactional 

possibilities for di�erent individuals and organizations. Aside Bitcoins, renowned as the �rst known cryptocurrency, over 800 

cryptocurrencies (referred to generally as altcoins) have emerged. All the altcoins come with di�erent or similar use cases and have been 

applied to di�erent industries. Anyway, the blockchain technology, on which cryptocurrency is built on, is used to make a substantial 

impact on the world.

Kinetic Revolution Ltd is introducing the Kineticex -KRC as a step forward in the aspect of new thinking and new technology in the 

cryptocurrency market. With Kineticex, cryptocurrency enthusiasts can now store and process digital transactions in a more secure and 

transparent system. Easy-to-use and exceptional, Kineticex is designed on the Ethereum blockchain application in a way that it would 

de�nitely make a ground-breaking impact in the cryptocurrency market. It is designed to transform the face of cryptocurrency and make 

it more appealing to a larger number of people.

1
INTRODUCTION



2
PROJECT BACKGROUND

2.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The rapid growth of online cryptocurrency payment services is transforming the way people operate today. Although there are concerns and required 

improvements when it comes to transparency, these services allow users to take control of their digital assets whenever they are. Kineticex is a �ne 

example of a revolutionary digital payment solution that o�ers users with the ability to take control of their funds from anywhere in the world. The 

platform aims at transforming the traditional way of using digital asset in the modern way of using and accessing digital assets.

Kineticex is a groundbreaking platform that can be used by individuals and merchants worldwide on websites they shop on while keeping their 

identity proved the same way people use LinkedIn, Facebook and Google. The team behind this platform has a solution in place where users can not 

only receive and send money online, but they can also withdraw money from anywhere in the world using ATM systems. Why is this possible?

Following its revolutionary plan, the platform aims at synchronizing its hardware and link them to their fast and secure blockchain for online shopping 

and withdrawal from any ATM worldwide.  ATMs across the globe provides a quick way of exchanging cryptocurrency to Fiat and vice versa and since 

the technology is integrated into the cryptocurrency industry, Kineticex uses it to bridge the gap between Fiat money and cryptocurrency giving users 

complete control of their funds. 

With a mobile app, this means that everything is available and accessible from the touch of your phone. Kineticex has fully automated, fast and secure 

system which allows you to send, receive and withdraw money using an app on your smartphone. The platform is designed to solve the way people 

access and use digital currency, keeping them in full control of the funds. Kineticex: It’s your world, take control



2.2 SECURITY THREATS

The ascent of web based shopping, computerized advertising and 

dependability plans brought about merchants putting away more 

buyer information that is of incentive to cyber hackers. As anyone 

might expect, breaks including loss of user’s data from hacking or 

online spillage multiplied in one year only and that is in 

2015/2016.

In light of every one of these issues, it is no big surprise that more 

than 69% of buyers search for sites showing trust images provided 

by TRUSTe etc. Appropriately posting these images on your site is 

neither simple, nor modest. In like manner, they're generally not 

present on new and energizing sites, for example, new companies 

attempting to raise capital, convey merchandise and further 

create items.

Few merchants have the assets and capacity to withstand the 

steady cyber-attack, and that outcomes in less and less trusted 

merchants on the web. Contortions to rivalry, online business and 

protection achieved by the ascent of digital wrongdoing are 

excessively incredible, making it impossible to disregard. 

Something should be �nished. Along these lines, we trust that 

Identity 2.0 could be a colossal positive development.

2.3 SOLUTION – KINETICEX DIGITAL CURRENCY

As many of the past cyber world issues explained above, 

Kineticex-KRC technical team has intelligently designed and 

developed a platform for public using modern standards for 

payment solutions. This groundbreaking platform can be used 

worldwide on all websites people shop on, keep their identity 

clealy proved just like people are using Facebook, Google or 

LinkedIn current standards. Moreover following our future plans 

most of hardware devices and ATM machines will be synchronized 

to be linked to our fast & secure blockchain network for payment 

solutions. Our product's motive is to �nally provide fully secure 

customer data with identity proves to avoid delays in KYC for 

online shop around the world. Moreover we are anticipated to 

provided one platform for many other features that customer 

always look forward including to convert account balance to any 
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other digital currency or FIAT and cash out from any region of the 

world, just on the �y.

Kineticex will be used for both online and o�ine transactions. 

There are a number of challenges in several industries for which 

Kineticex has been designed to solve. Kineticex will be enable 

users to create their identity in our blockchain base Dapp for 

single sign-on solution, manage their own crypto or �at 

currencies, pay online for shop to merchants safely and cash out 

anytime, anywhere in the world.
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Having that business model, as explained above, Kineticex planned to be fully compliance obtaining license of EU electronic money 

institution, Electric Money Association (EMA). Kineticex will enable users to send or receive payments fully compliance with law. Our 

users will be able to hold crypto or FIAT currencies including Bitcoin, Ethrereum ERC20 Tokens and many other most popular 

cryptocurrencies. Our currency exchange wil be standard for all currencies for 0.5% markup. Our dynamically designed APIs connected 

with EMA, will auto generates IBAN numbers for users. Having said that, Kineticex will be outstanding blockchain payment solution to 

become a standard daily fundamental use.

• ATM

Although ATMs provide a quick means to exchange FIAT to 

cryptocurrency, the technology is yet to be well integrated in the 

cryptocurrency sphere. Kineticex will solidify the bridge between 

cryptocurrency and the FIAT money worlds using ATMs.

• E-commerce/Merchant Platforms

These platforms attract a large number of public community 

feedback and makes more people interested in the 

cryptocurrency world. However, the challenge has been that a 

number of people haven’t found most cryptocurrencies easy to 

mine and, in fact, consider most cryptocurrency platforms to be 

complicated. Kineticex provides an secure, robust, transparent 

and easy-to-use application that will attract more merchants. This 

will lead to high demand for the coins and also increase in the 

value of the coins.
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• Real Estate

The complicated nature of several cryptocurrency platforms have 

discouraged a number of people including real estate developers 

from adopting cryptocurrency as a means of transaction in their 

�eld. Kineticex provides a simpli�ed alternative cryptocurrency 

platform for the developers.

• Public Cryptocurrency - Mining

While mining involves heavy machinery with many 

cryptocurrencies, Kineticex allows mining pool through the 

di�erent OS interfaces. Aside from that. You, as a user, will be able 

to exchange di�erent cryptocurrencies to FIAT money.

• Gaming Platforms

A major challenge is that gamers �nd it hard to upload funds in a 

number of gaming platforms. With Kineticex, this challenge will 

be taken care of, and the sustainability of the gaming industry is 

more assured.

» Prevent fraudulent payments following veri�ed identities

» Fully protected buyers mechanism

» Direct cryptocurrency payments access

» Only 1% Transaction fee

» Free-of-cost KYC procedures for bulk game traders.
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TITLE 2. PROJECT BACKGROUND

2.4 MINIMAL VIABLE PRODUCT (MVP)

The Kineticex MVP allows its users to create new account and connect through mobile devices. Currently Kineticex is developed and 

integrated on our o�cial website "https://kineticex.io", where users can create their account, login, manage their security levels, and 

monitor login activities, buy/sell/exchange/convert/transfer Kineticex tokens.

    



2.5 INTRODUCING KRC TOKEN & MINING

Kineticex Token is designed to allow anyone easily access a 

cryptocurrency. Just through the installation of the mobile app, 

any user will be able to see KRC Token being added to his/her 

wallet based on our exceptional mining experience.

Unlike most cryptocurrencies that are “mined” with special heavy 

equipment, a user can obtain KRC Token through the mining 

system on the app. We aim to make KRC Token the cryptocurrency 

of the future. We are working on a system that will help users to 

generate steady pro�t. We are committed to creating a 

transparent and secure environment for cryptocurrency 

enthusiasts on our platform.

2.6 MISSION STATEMENT

Our mission is provide a simple, secure and transparent 

cryptocurrency platform for every individual and organization 

regardless of the �eld. We are creating a stable digital currency 

with high distribution and high value on an Ethereum blockchain 

platform that will embrace everyone to the cryptocurrency world.

2.7 WHY KRC TOKEN

KRC Token allows anyone not linked to any banking services to be 

able to use �nancial services for di�erent daily transactions. With 

KRC Token, you can engage in di�erent transactions, whether 

online or o�ine, as well as exchange KRC Token into FIAT money 

in a very easy, secure and simple way with no third-party 

interference. Our platform is the best alternative to the traditional 

banking systems.

2.8 STRUCTURAL DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

KRC Token is designed on Ethereum, a blockchain-based 

distributed computing system that allows smart contracts. The 

Ethereum blockchain platform allows us to incorporate all the 

features of KRC Token into smart contracts. Smart contracts 

provide a means to validate transactions, and the Ethereum 

blockchain reduces the chance of any attack on the     coin and 

solidi�es the security of the platform.
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Our services are designed using Geth (Go-Ethereum), a 

multipurpose command line tool running a complete Ethereum 

node executed in Go. GETH allows to engage in the Ethereum 

ecosystem as well as to mine ether, create contracts, engage in 

transactions and so on. It runs on a proprietary Linux server 

without RPC/HTTP open ports. The command line incorporating 

Geth is regulated via the Ethereum network and the Node.js 

intermediary application.

The applications linked to the Ethereum blockchain are 

constructed on Tru�e, a development environment, testing 

structure and asset pipeline for Ethereum. Ethereum Tru�e will be 

used for built-in smart contract assembling, linking, deployment 

and binary management, con�gurable build pipeline with 

provision for custom build processes, and network management 

for deploying to several public & private networks.

The command line between the Ethereum blockchain and the 

web-applications is regulated with the Web3.js framework, which 

is the Ethereum compatible JavaScript API for executing the 

Generic JSON RPC spec.

There is a communication layer between GETH and the front-end 

application, and it is executed with Node.js that deploys an 

event-driven, non-blocking I/O system for regulating 

communications between the users and KRC Token. IPCs (Internal 

Procedure Calls) allows communication between the Node.js 

application and GETH, both of which share the same server. The 

API of JSON-RPC, a stateless, light-weight Remote Procedure Call 

(RPC) protocol, allows communication using the Ethereum node. 

The execution of the frontend application is done with the 

AngularJS framework. Located on a separate server, this 

application communicates with the Intermediate Layer using Web 

Sockets and a REST API.
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3.1 PRE-SALE AND ICO DESCRIPTION

KRC Token will be holding its token sale starting from June 15th, 

2018. The token sale will run until the initial coin block has been 

taken up or on a �xed date.

There will be Soft-CAP of 7500 ETH, Hard-CAP of 68750 ETH and 

500 Million KRC Tokens in total supply. We have allocated 70% of 

tokens to be sold to public. There will be Pre-sale, during which 

KRC Token will be available on "1 KRC = 0.0001 ETH"and 25% KRC 

Tokens will be sold in Pre-Sale from public allocation. The ICO will 

be done in three rounds, and 45% KRC Token from public 

allocation will be available on "1 KRC = 0.00025 ETH" throughout 

three rounds.

We will be rewarding users for early adoption during our ICO, 

because we believe that doing this will improve the future value 

of KRC Token and ensure speedy growth. The bonus structure to 

reward those who decide to purchase early is presented below.

Kineticex Token Sale Details

Pre-Sale Start Date June 15th, 2018

ICO Start Date August 15th, 2018

Soft Cap 7500 ETH

Hard Cap 68750 ETH

Minimum Contribution 0.5 ETH

Maximum Contribution 150 ETH

Accepted Currencies Ethereum

Maximum Supply 500,000,000 Tokens

PriceBonus RateICO Rounds

Round One 20% 0.00025 ETH

Round Two 15% 0.00025 ETH

Round Three 10% 0.00025z ETH
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3.3 FUNDS DISTRIBUTION

3.2 REFERRAL PROGRAM

Kineticex allocated 5% of its total token supply for it's referral 

program. Users referring others to register and participate will be 

rewarded this allocation of Kineticex tokens. In order to eligible, 

there are few of the requirements;

• Refer account must be fully verified with email and identity 

document proof for KYC.

• Minimum $50 USD worth crypto or FIAT currency must be 

deposited.

Kineticex referral program will be launched from day �rst till ICO 

completion.



Following our goal, introducing exchange platform to enabled our valuable customers to convert between crypto and traditional assets 

and cryptocurrencies. Our exchange will be working based on brokerage principles. Kinetic Revolution will be playing its role as an 

exchange �rm executing the conversion based on single aggregated exchange rate. Kinetic revolution exchange will be fully automated 

purchase/sale of virtual currencies, tokens, as well as purchase and sale for �at money and CFD trading on virtual currencies. It will be 

supporting margin trading and exchange of an unlimited number of Crypto instruments with the possibility of adding even your new 

ICO tokens, including ERC20.
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TITLE 4. KINETIC REVOLUTION EXCHANGE

4.1 E-PAYMENTS

Kinetic Revolution will integrate popu-

lar e-payment systems (Webmoney, 

Skrill, Qiwi, YandexMoney, etc.), crypto-

currency payment systems (BTC, LTC, 

ETH, XRP, XMR etc.).

4.3 EXTENSIVE RANGE OF SUP-
PORTED COINS

Kinetic Revolution exchange will be 

supporting conversion FROM and TO 

wide range of cryptocurrencies.

4.2 SYSTEM FEE

Kinetic Revolution exchange is intelli-

gently designed platform for exchang-

ing cryptocurrency. Customers will be 

able to trade cryptocurrency on this 

platform following monthly set thresh-

old. Buying and selling cryptocurren-

cies will be at 0.25% fee.
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C O N C L U S I O N
Cryptocurrencies and the blockchain technology are experiencing growth at an exponential rate. We believe that a lot of people will �nd 

KRC Token appealing far more than existing cryptocurrencies. KRC Token employs the blockchain technology with some touch of 

innovations to improve the ecosystem of the cryptocurrency market and attract more people to the cryptocurrency world.


